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After a strong 17.6% gain for the S&P 500 over three trading days this week, we are
ending the week on a more negative note. After impressive policy responses from
central banks and governments, it is now a case of “wait-and-see” to assess the
impact of global economic lockdowns in curtailing the spread of COVID-19. Investors
have been rattled today by the fact that US cases have shot passed the total in China
to be the country with the largest total and by the news that PM Johnson tested
positive. Will COVID-19 spread throughout the heart of the UK government? So next
week we believe will be more about assessing timelines of economic lockdowns
through the prism of COVID and investor sentiment is likely to remain fragile with
bursts of risk-off as investors assess the lockdown timescales and economic impact.
However, one difference is likely to be less of a USD surge to these inevitable risk-off
episodes given the unprecedented action from the Fed to address the shortage of US
dollars in the market. That to us means the balance of risk in terms of USD direction
is shifting to the downside, although large scale dollar selling is unlikely for now.
New Trade Ideas
Long AUD/CAD @ 0.8550 (Target @ 0.8775 & S/L @ 0.8425)
Short USD/JPY @ 108.20 (Target @ 105.00 & S/L @ 110.00)

FED’S ASSETS ON BALANCE SHEET ROCKET HIGHER

Source: Bloomberg & Macrobond
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FX Views
USD: Can market bounce withstand the test of time?
th

Sharp USD sell-off unlikely to extend
much further for now

USD may have arrived at a near-term
equilibrium level

USD more now at the mercy of COVID
developments

Key FX take away: Policy steps
building to contain the dollar

Since the closing low on 9 March, the DXY first surged by 8.4% and from the high
th
on 20 March has weakened back by 3.3%. One key message today that we have is
that we should not be complacent in believing the policy measures taken to date will
result in a further retracement of USD strength. Uncertainty simply remains too high.
Understandably COVID-19 developments will remain paramount as the path of
spread is tightly linked to the extent of lockdowns. COVID data can be cut and sliced
in many ways but the plain simple fact when looking at the total global figure is that
th
the growth rate is picking up. The 10-day average growth rate as of 26 March was
th
11.3%, the strongest growth rate since 13 February when China was driving global
rd
growth rates. Now it’s the US. It took from the start of the crisis (January) to 3 March
to reach 100k cases. This week we went from 400k to 500k in 48hrs.
The unprecedented actions by the Fed – limitless and open-ended QE; the numerous
liquidity programs and corporate sector support – have been reinforced from an FX
perspective by the USD swap lines. The main central banks have already taken USD
209bn with the smaller 9 central banks having added to that (we don’t have the data
from those yet). There are though a number of risks that could see the 3-day 17.6%
equity market rally reverse. Firstly, will the nitty gritty details of fiscal stimulus plans
be as impressive as the headline figures and how accessible will the fiscal support
be? Excluding loans and medical support the US fiscal spend is about 5% of GDP –
which is sizeable but if COVID growth accelerates further, more may be required.
Secondly, despite calls from WHO on the G20 call yesterday for governments to act
more aggressively, President Trump is turning his attention to reversing the
lockdowns in certain areas. A mixed message could quickly undermine confidence.
Finally, the European Council meeting yesterday did not endorse the use of the ESM
to boost fiscal stimulus by a further 2% of GDP. Divisions in Europe over policy
direction could quickly undermine investor confidence.
The initial enthusiasm to government policy responses to the crisis could start to fade
in the coming days. We believe the Fed’s action greatly limits the risk of a renewed
surge for the dollar but the sharp USD sell-off we have seen this week is unlikely to
be repeated until clearer evidence of a peak in COVID-19 new cases globally.
The Fed has done a lot to halt the surge of the dollar but caution still warranted

US COVID-19 NEW CASES SURGE

USD WEAKER VERSUS ALL G10 FX THIS WEEK
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JPY: JPY remains the best of the rest in G10
USD illiquidity issue ease in Japan

Hedging costs disappear for Japan
investors into the US

GPIF does not change foreign equity
weighting

Key FX take away: Path opens for
lower USD/JPY

The huge demand for US dollars even overwhelmed the usual favoured safe-haven
currency, the yen, which resulted in USD/JPY going higher during the extreme risk
off period. But we have had evidence this week to suggest this has been addressed.
th
The JPY cross-currency basis has jumped this week from the low-point on 19
March to revert to more normal levels. That followed a USD take-up at the BoJ dollar
supplying operation of USD 67.2bn. But we cannot downplay the scale of Fed actions
and we believe those actions will play out most clearly in USD/JPY – and hence we
see further downside risks for USD/JPY. Data last night from the Fed revealed that
the Fed’s asset on its balance sheet jumped to a record USD 5.25trn in the week to
th
25 March – that’s a USD 586bn in a week. The Fed is buying USD 70bn of UST
bonds per day this week and that pace is likely to continue over the short-term.
Discount window borrowing jumped to USD 50.8bn, the Primary Dealer Credit
Facility (27.7bn) and the Money Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility (USD 30.6bn)
are up and running adding to the balance sheet size. We see UST yields going
further lower and negative yields at the front end of the US sovereign curve
underlines the downside risks for USD/JPY from here.
Flow data from Japan has often indicated the role USD/JPY levels can play in
demand for foreign debt. In the first week of March when USD/JPY was plunging
demand for foreign bonds leapt – Japan investors purchased JPY 4,169bn worth, a
record in the series going back to 2001. But since then, the hedging cost for
purchase UST bonds has declined – the cost should fall further but for now USD
LIBOR is elevated. So with yields now expected to fall and with USD/JPY declining
again, we suspect purchases of USTs this week were strong. However, a greater
bulk of these purchases is now likely to be hedged given the falling cost. Increased
hedging takes away a key support for USD/JPY and increases downside risks.
The Government Pension Investment Fund this week confirmed its updated asset
composition levels. There had been much speculation of a further increase in the
foreign equity holding from the current 25%. However, that weighting was left
unchanged with the foreign bond weighting being lifted from 15% to 25%. GPIF has
stopped publishing compositions but the last available data showed the foreign bond
holding at 18.1% as of June 2019. So with a +/-6ppt scope, 12.9ppt increase was
available from that level. Still, cheap hedging costs could see greater hedging by
GPIF also while, we would only see notable GPIF support at lower USD/JPY levels.
With the Fed having addressed USD liquidity issues, we see the path opening up for
USD/JPY to grind back lower over the coming weeks.

4-WEEK SUM OF JAPAN FOREIGN BOND BUY/SELL FALLING HEDGING COSTS SHOULD FALL FURTHER

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond
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Source: Macrobond & Bloomberg

NOK: Norway hit hard by twin shock from COVID-19 & oil price collapse
NOK plunges in value in response to
twin shocks from COVID-19 & oil price
collapse. Disorderly financial market
conditions and less liquid markets
exacerbated the sell-off.

Fed policy action & Norges Bank
intervention help market conditions to
normalize somewhat & NOK to
rebound.

Key FX take away: NOK rebound built
on shaky foundations. Not clear worst
is over for global economy, financial
market conditions, and price of oil.
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The NOK has staged an impressive rebound over the past week. It has strengthened
against the US dollar and euro by 10% and 8% respectively since last Friday.
However, it still remains well below levels recorded at the start of this month. The
Norwegian economy and the NOK are still reeling after being hit hard by the twin
negative shocks from COVID-19 and the sharp plunge in the price of oil. The
collapse in the OPEC+ agreement to cut production has resulted in the price of Brent
losing half of its value as it has fallen to USD25/barrel. The twin shocks combined
with disorderly financial market conditions and less liquid markets saw the NOK fall
sharply to new record lows (intra-day highs for USD/NOK @ 12.133 & EUR/NOK @
13.179). At its worst point the NOK had lost between 20% and 25% of its value
against the EUR and USD this month. It was the sharpest NOK sell-off on record.
After such extreme price action, it is not surprising that NOK trading conditions have
now started to normalize to some degree and allowed the NOK to recover lost
ground as it attempts to establish a new lower equilibrium. The Fed’s policy actions
(click here) have helped to improve financial market conditions. The NOK bottomed
th
on the 19 March which was when the Fed announced it had created a new USD30
billion swap line with the Norges Bank. At the same time, the Norges Bank has
confirmed it has been intervening to support the NOK. Weekly FX flow statistics
revealed that the Norges Bank purchased NOK12.8 billion more than the NOK5.8
billion need to fund the fiscal budget deficit last week. The aim of the intervention is
to restore market functioning after historically large moves, although it could provide
a soft cap for USD/NOK and EUR/NOK at close to 12.000 and 13.000 respectively.
However, we would caution against continuing to chase the NOK higher in the nearterm. We are not convinced yet that conditions are in place for a more sustained
rebound from deeply undervalued levels. Our oil analyst Ehsan Khoman (click here)
can’t rule out a protracted period of oil prices below USD25/barrel and potentially
testing levels below USD20/barrel in Q2. In addition, the COVID shock could yet
trigger a deeper and more prolonged global recession posing downside risks for the
NOK. Until there is more clarity that the worst is over on both fronts, the case for a
stronger NOK will be built on shaky foundations. For USD/NOK and EUR/NOK, the
next key support levels are provided by 61.8% retracements of the spikes higher this
month to record highs which are located at around 10.350 and 11.400 respectively.

SHARPEST NOK SELL-OFF ON RECORD

NOK REBOUNDS BUT OIL PRICE REMAINS AT LOWS

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond & MUFG GMR

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond & MUFG GMR
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Trade Ideas of the Week

SHORT USD/JPY - (ENTRY@ 108.20, TARGET @ 105.00 & S/L @ 110.00)

More normal USD liquidity conditions
points to lower USD/JPY

While we certainly do not believe we are necessarily through the worst of this
crisis and see high risks of a renewed global equity market sell-off after the sharp
gains recorded this week, we do suspect that the actions from the Federal
Reserve will mute the scale of USD demand that would accompany any renewed
risk sell-off. Hence, we see further scope for USD/JPY to slide from here. While
USD/JPY bounced in recent weeks due to the scale of USD demand, the yen
continues to show its safe-haven status and remains up close to 2% since COVID
began to garner more market attention from mid-January. The yen is also 3%
th
stronger since the US equity market peak on 19 February. With the Fed
aggression on QE (USD 375bn this week) unlikely to ease up over the next week
or two and with the short-end turning negative today, we see scope for further
declines in USD/JPY next week.

LONG AUD/CAD – (ENTRY @ 0.8550, TARGET @ 0.8775 & S/L @ 0.8425)

Relative value commodity play

We are recommending a long AUD/CAD trade idea. So far this year the AUD has
underperformed the CAD despite the sharp plunge in the price of oil which has
lost just over 60% of its value. Our oil analyst Ehsan Khoman has warned that the
worst may not yet be over for the price of oil and it could trade at levels below
USD20/barrels in Q2. We believe it creates more scope for the CAD to weaken
relative to the AUD. Downside risks do not appear as fully priced into CAD even
as USD/CAD is now trading back above the 1.4000-level. We expect another
retest and potential break of the January 2016 high for USD/CAD at 1.4690. The
CAD’s yield advantage has also been eroded by the BoC’s decision to follow the
Fed and slash their key policy rate to 0.25% and start their own QE programme.
Monetary policy settings are now more similar in Australia and Canada. Finally,
the AUD could derive some support in the coming weeks from building evidence
that China’s economy is picking up as the COVID-19 shock eases. China PMI
surveys for March will be watched closely for any signs of improvement after the
sharp plunge in February.

*We will not actively “trade” these positions. Any closing of a trade will either be when our take-profit or stoploss levels are hit or through an update in this FX Weekly, or in our FX Daily Snapshot.
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FX Portfolio

Notional

Entry Date

Entry
Level

Current

S/L

Target

Spot P&L

Carry
P&L

Portfolio
Contribution

Short EUR/RUB

USD10
mn

15/11/2019

70.540

69.400

69.400

68.500

161,610

116,204

277,814

Short USD/SEK

USD10mn

13/12/2019

9.4000

9.4050

9.4900

9.1000

-5,319

-21,664

-26,983

Short GBP/USD

USD5mn

10/01/2020

1.3080

1.3030

1.3200

1.2800

19,113

1,276

20,390

Short CAD/RUB

USD5mn

10/01/2020

46.950

48.000

48.000

45.000

-111,820

18,240

-93,580

Long USD/JPY

USD10mn

17/01/2020

110.10

109.00

109.00

112.00

-107,770

5,890

-101,880

Short EUR/NOK

USD5mn

07/02/2020

10.198

10.080

10.300

9.9000

57,904

4,411

62,314

Long USD/SEK

USD5mn

21/02/2020

9.7700

9.6700

9.6700

10.070

-51,177

1,318

-49,859

Long USD/TRY

USD5mn

07/02/2020

6.0200

6.1500

6.1500

6.4000

107,973

-29,312

78,661

Long EUR/CAD

USD5mn

06/03/2020

1.5200

1.5800

1.5050

1.5800

197,368

-592

196,776

Short USD/JPY

USD5mn

13/03/2020

107.10

108.60

108.60

104.00

-70,028

-3,261

-73,289

Short GBP/JPY

USD5mn

28/02/2020

139.00

133.00

133.00

127.00

215,827

-5,216

210,612

Short EUR/CHF

USD5mn

24/01/2020

1.0696

1.0600

1.0600

1.0450

44,877

-2,146

42,731

Long AUD/CAD

USD5mn

27/03/2020

0.8550

0.8425

0.8775

Short USD/JPY

USD5mn

27/03/2020

108.20

110.00

104.00

Trade idea

Closed Trades

Active Trades
New Trades

Source: MUFG GMR; Changes in stops/targets in bold italics. (1) Current levels reflect intraday pricing. (2) The portfolio
represents hypothetical, not actual, investments. To reflect the level of conviction of our trades our notional amounts will vary.
High conviction trades = USD 20mn; Medium Conviction = USD 10mn; Low Conviction = USD 5mn
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Quantitative Insights (QI) – Valuation & Technical
Our yield differential models suggest that USD is deeply overvalued against AUD, GBP & NZD. The
USD is also heavily overbought against the AUD, GBP & NZD. It creates scope for the USD to
continue weakening sharply when liquidity concerns ease.

GBP/USD YIELD SPREAD MODEL: ~12% UNDERVALUED

GBP/USD 14-DAY RSI (30,70) – BULLISH GBP

AUD/USD YIELD SPREAD MODEL: ~19% UNDERVALUED

AUD/USD 14-DAY RSI (30,70) – BULLISH AUD

NZD/USD YIELD SPREAD MODEL: ~13% UNDERVALUED

NZD/USD 14-DAY RSI (30,70) – BULLISH NZD

Source: Bloomberg & MUFG GMR
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Yen Flows – Balance of Payments

Source: Macrobond, Bloomberg & MUFG GMR

Key Takeaways:
The latest Balance of Payments report for January revealed:
i)
ii)

iii)

8

Japan continues to run a substantial current account surplus totalling JPY20.1 trillion in the year to the end of January 2020. It
equates to around 3.6% of GDP. The sizeable current account surplus continues to support the yen’s role as a safe haven.
The current account surplus is mostly made up of primary income earned on direct investment and portfolio investment. Interest
income received on portfolio investment totalled a net JPY9.36 trillion in the year until the end of January 2020, and income from
direct investment totalled a net JPY10.57 trillion. It is helping to keep Japan’s current account surplus stable.
In contrast, Japan’s trade balance has become less important as a driver of the current account balance. The trade balance in
goods and services recorded a small surplus of only JPY713 billion in in the year until the end of January 2020. The surplus from
tourism-related services has expanded significantly under Prime Minster Abe. It totalled JPY2.19 trillion in the year until the end
of January 2020 but it is expected to take significant hit from coronavirus related disruption at least during this year.
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Key Event Risks
Ccy

Day

GMT

Indicator/Event

CHF

03/30/2020

08:00

KOF Leading Indicator

Consensus

Previous

Mkt
Moving

Mar

85.0

100.9

!!

CHF

03/30/2020

09:00

Total Sight Deposits CHF

--

608.8b

!!

EUR

03/30/2020

10:00

Economic Confidence

Mar

93.1

103.5

!!

USD

03/30/2020

15:00

Pending Home Sales MoM

Feb

-2.5%

5.2%

!!

USD

03/30/2020

15:30

Dallas Fed Manf. Activity

Mar

-7.0

1.2

!!

EUR

03/30/2020

04/02

German Retail Sales MoM

Feb

0.2%

0.9%

!!

GBP

03/31/2020

00:01

GfK Consumer Confidence

Mar

-13.0

-7.0

!!

JPY

03/31/2020

00:30

Jobless Rate

Feb

2.4%

2.4%

!!

JPY

03/31/2020

00:50

Retail Sales MoM

Feb

-1.2%

0.6%

!!

CNY

03/31/2020

02:00

Manufacturing PMI

Mar

44.8

35.7

!!!

CNY

03/31/2020

02:00

Non-manufacturing PMI

Mar

42.0

29.6

!!!

GBP

03/31/2020

07:00

GDP QoQ

4Q F

0.0%

0.0%

!!

EUR

03/31/2020

08:55

German Unemployment Change (000's)

Mar

20.0k

-10.0k

!!!

EUR

03/31/2020

10:00

CPI Estimate YoY

Mar

0.8%

1.2%

!!!

CAD

03/31/2020

13:30

GDP MoM

Jan

--

0.3%

!!

USD

03/31/2020

14:45

MNI Chicago PMI

Mar

44.0

49.0

!!

USD

03/31/2020

15:00

Conf. Board Consumer Confidence

Mar

119.0

130.7

!!

1Q

-11.0

0.0

!!!

Mar

46.0

40.3

!!

JPY

04/01/2020

00:50

Tankan Large Mfg Index

AUD

04/01/2020

01:30

RBA Minutes

CNY

04/01/2020

02:45

Caixin China PMI Mfg

EUR

04/01/2020

09:00

Markit Eurozone Manufacturing PMI

Mar F

44.6

44.8

!!!

GBP

04/01/2020

09:30

Markit UK PMI Manufacturing SA

Mar F

47.5

48.0

!!!

EUR

04/01/2020

10:00

Unemployment Rate

Feb

7.4%

7.4%

!!

USD

04/01/2020

13:15

ADP Employment Change

Mar

-90k

183k

!!!

CAD

04/01/2020

13:30

MLI Leading Indicator MoM

Feb

--

0.5%

!!

USD

04/01/2020

14:45

Markit US Manufacturing PMI

Mar F

--

49.2

!!!

USD

04/01/2020

15:00

Construction Spending MoM

Feb

0.5%

1.8%

!!

USD

04/01/2020

15:00

ISM Manufacturing

Mar

45.5

50.1

!!!

USD

04/01/2020

Tbc

Wards Total Vehicle Sales

Mar

15.35m

16.83m

!!

USD

04/02/2020

13:30

Trade Balance

Feb

-$43.3b

-$45.3b

!!

CAD

04/02/2020

13:30

Int'l Merchandise Trade

Feb

--

-1.47b

!!

USD

04/02/2020

13:30

Initial Jobless Claims

--

3283k

!!!

USD

04/02/2020

15:00

Factory Orders

Feb

--

-0.5%

!!

AUD

04/03/2020

01:30

Retail Sales MoM

Feb

0.4%

-0.3%

!!

CNY

04/03/2020

02:45

Caixin China PMI Services

Mar

39.5

26.5

!!!

EUR

04/03/2020

09:00

Markit Eurozone Services PMI

Mar F

28.2

28.4

!!!

NOK

04/03/2020

09:00

Unemployment Rate

GBP

04/03/2020

09:30

Markit/CIPS UK Services PMI

EUR

04/03/2020

10:00

USD

04/03/2020

USD

04/03/2020

USD

!!!

Mar

--

2.3%

!!

Mar F

35.3

35.7

!!!

Retail Sales MoM

Feb

0.2%

0.6%

!!

13:30

Change in Nonfarm Payrolls

Mar

-61k

273k

!!!

13:30

Unemployment Rate

Mar

3.9%

3.5%

!!!

04/03/2020

13:30

Average Hourly Earnings MoM

Mar

0.2%

0.3%

!!

USD

04/03/2020

14:45

Markit US Services PMI

Mar F

--

39.1

!!!

USD

04/03/2020

15:00

ISM Non-Manufacturing Index

Mar

48.5

57.3

!!!

Source: Bloomberg & MUFG GMR
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each province and territory of Canada, a member of the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (“IIROC”), and a member of the Canadian Investor Protection
Fund (“CIPF”). Customers’ accounts are protected by CIPF within the specified limits; (5) MUFG SECURITIES ASIA LIMITED (“MUS(ASIA)”) which is incorporated in Hong
Kong, licensed under the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Ordinance and regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission (Central Entity Number AAA889).
MUS(ASIA) is registered as a foreign company under the Corporations Act 2001 of Australia ARBN No. 169 329 453; and (6) MUFG Securities Asia (Singapore) Limited
(“MUS(SPR)”) which is licensed as an approved merchant bank by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. In respect of the financial services provided to wholesale clients in
Australia, MUS(ASIA), MUS(EMEA), MUS(USA) and MUS(SPR) are each exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services licence under the Corporations
Act 2001 of Australia under the Australian Securities and Investments Commission Class Order Exemption CO 03/1099, CO 03/1103, CO 03/1100, and CO 03/1102,
respectively. Each of MUS(ASIA), MUS(EMEA), MUSA, MUS(CAN), and MUS(SPR) are regulated under the laws of Hong Kong, the United Kingdom, the United States,
Canada and Singapore respectively, which differ from Australian laws.
MUFG Bank Ltd (“MUBK”), is a limited liability stock company incorporated in Japan and registered in the Tokyo Legal Affairs Bureau (company no. 0100-01-008846). MUBK’s
head office is at 7-1 Marunouchi 2-Chome, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 100-8388, Japan. MUBK’s London branch is at Ropemaker Place, 25 Ropemaker Street, London EC2Y 9AN,
and is registered as a UK establishment in the UK register of companies (registered no. BR002013). The principal office of MUBK’s Canada branch (MUFG Bank, Ltd., Canada
Branch) is located at 200 Bay Street, Suite 1800, Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2J1, Canada. MUFG Bank’s Canada branch is an authorized foreign bank branch permitted to carry on
business in Canada pursuant to the Bank Act (Canada); Deposits with MUFG Bank Canada are not insured by the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation. MUBK is authorised
and regulated by the Japanese Financial Services Agency. MUBK’s London branch is authorised by the UK Prudential Regulation Authority (“PRA”) and regulated by the UK
Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) with limited regulation by the PRA.
General disclosures
This report is for information purposes only and should not be construed as investment research as defined by MIFID 2 or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security,
commodity, futures contract or related derivative (hereafter “instrument”) or to participate in any trading strategy. This report does not constitute a personal recommendation
and does not take into account the individual financial circumstances, needs or objectives of the recipients. Recipients should therefore seek their own financial, legal, tax or
other advice before deciding to invest in any of the instruments mentioned in this report.
Certain information contained in this report has been obtained or derived from third party sources and such information is believed to be correct and reliable but has not been
independently verified. MUFG does not make any guarantee, representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, as to the fairness, accuracy, reliability, completeness,
adequacy or appropriateness of any information or comments contained in this report. Furthermore the information may not be current due to, among other things, changes in
the financial markets or economic environment. MUFG has no obligation to update any such information contained in this report.
The information contained in this report may contain forward-looking information (“FLI”). FLI is information regarding possible events, conditions, or results of operations that is
based on assumptions about future economic conditions and courses of action and may be presented as either a forecast or a projection. This report is not intended to forecast
or predict future events. Past performance is not a guarantee or indication of future results. Upon receipt of this report, each recipient acknowledges and agrees that any FLI
included herein should not be considered material. Recipients should consult their own legal and financial advisers for additional information. Any prices provided herein (other
than those identified as being historical) are indicative only and do not represent firm quotes as to either price or size.
This report is proprietary to MUFG and may not be quoted, circulated or otherwise referred to without our prior written consent. Notwithstanding this, MUFG shall not be liable in
any manner whatsoever for any consequences or loss (including but not limited to any direct, indirect or consequential loss, loss of profits and damages) arising from any
reliance on or usage of this report and accepts no legal responsibility to any investor who directly or indirectly receives this material.
Country and region specific disclosures
This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or is located in any locality, state, country or other
jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to any law, regulation or rule. Each entity and branch within MUFG is subject to distinct
regulatory requirements and certain products and services discussed in this document may not be available in all jurisdictions or to all client types.
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In this regard, please note the following in relation to the jurisdictions in which MUFG has a local presence:
• United Kingdom / European Economic Area (EEA): This report is intended for distribution to a “professional client” or “eligible counterparty” as those terms are defined in the
rules of the FCA and PRA. In other EEA countries, this report is intended only for persons regarded as professional investors (or equivalent) in their home jurisdiction.
• United States of America: This report, when distributed by MUSA, is intended for Institutional Investors (“Institutional Accounts” as defined by FINRA Rule 4512(c)). When
distributed by a non-US affiliate of MUSA, this report is intended for distribution solely to “major U.S. institutional investors” or “U.S. institutional investors” pursuant to Rule 15a6 under the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Securities referenced in this report may have been underwritten by MUSA and/or its affiliates. Nothing in this
report should be considered an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities or any other financial product or a commitment of any kind with respect to any transaction.
IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: MUFG Securities does not provide tax advice. Accordingly, any discussion of U.S. tax matters included herein (including any attachments) is not
intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, in connection with the promotion, marketing or recommendation by anyone not affiliated with MUSA of any of the matters
addressed herein or for the purpose of avoiding U.S. tax-related penalties.
• Hong Kong: This report is only intended for distribution to a “professional investor” as that term is defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance and should not be passed
onto any other person.
• Singapore: This report is only intended for distribution to an "institutional investor", "accredited investor" or "expert investor" as those terms are defined under regulation 2 of
the Financial Advisers Regulation. It is solely for the use of such investors and shall not be distributed, forwarded, passed on or disseminated to any other person. Investors
should note that, as a result of exemptions that apply when this report is distributed to "accredited investors" and "expert investors", MUSS is exempt from complying with
certain requirements under the Financial Advisers Act, including section 25 of the Financial Advisers Act (which requires a financial adviser to disclose all material information
on certain investment products), section 27 (which requires a financial adviser to have a reasonable basis for making recommendations on investments) and section 36 (which
requires a financial adviser to disclose any interests that it holds in securities that it recommends).
• Canada: When distributed in Canada by MUS(EMEA) or MUSA. MUS(EMEA) operates under an International Dealer Exemption from registration with the securities
regulators in Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario and Québec. MUSA operates under an International Dealer Exemption from registration with the securities regulators
in all Canadian Provinces and Territories. When distributed by MUS(EMEA) or MUSA, this report is only intended for a “permitted client” as that term is defined under the
National Instrument 31-103 in Canada and is not intended for re-distribution to any other person. When distributed by MUS(CAN), this report is only intended for an “institutional
client” as that term in defined under the IIROC dealer member rules and is not intended for re-distribution to any other person. The information contained herein is not, and
under no circumstances is to be construed as, a prospectus, an advertisement, a public offering, an offer to sell securities described herein, or solicitation of an offer to buy
securities described herein, in Canada or any province or territory thereof. Under no circumstance is the information contained herein to be construed as investment advice in
any province or territory of Canada and is not tailored to the needs of the recipient. • Japan: This Note, when distributed by MUFG Securities affiliates located outside of Japan,
is intended for distribution in accordance with Article 58-2 of the Financial Instruments Exchange Act 1948 (“FIEA”) i) to a “Financial Instruments Business Operator” engaged in
“Securities-Related Business” as defined in the FIEA or ii) to the government, the Bank of Japan, a qualified financial institution defined in Article 209 of the Cabinet Office
Ordinance Concerning Financial Instruments Business, Etc., or an Investment Manager.
When distributed by Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co., Ltd. (“MUMSS”), this Note is intended for distribution to a “Professional Investor (tokutei-toushika)” as
defined in the FIEA.
• United Arab Emirates: This report is only intended for distribution to a “Professional Client” or “Market Counterparty” as those terms are defined under the rules of the Dubai
Financial Services Authority and only a person meeting the criteria for these terms should act upon this report.
• Australia: This Note is only intended for distribution to persons in Australia who are sophisticated or professional investors for the purposes of section 708 of the Corporations
Act of Australia, and are wholesale clients for the purposes of section 761G of the Corporations Act of Australia. This Note is not intended to be distributed or passed on,
directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons in Australia.
Other jurisdictions:

MUFG Securities also relies on local registrations or regulatory exemptions in order to undertake certain securities business in other countries. In Thailand, MUS(EMEA) has a
derivatives dealer registration with the Securities and Exchange Commission, Thailand. In Canada, MUS(EMEA) and MUSA each operate under an international dealer
exemption registered with the securities regulators. MUS(EMEA) operates under the exemption in Alberta, Quebec, Ontario, British Columbia and Manitoba. MUSA operates
under the exemption in all Canadian Provinces and Territories..
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